
Prayer of the week

Changing the world while you Sweat!

Connecting Verse: Psalm 107:28-30 “Then they cried to the LORD in their trouble, and 
he delivered them from their distress. He made the storm be still, and the waves of the sea were 
hushed. Then they were glad that the waters were quiet, and he brought them to their desired 
haven”

Reflection:  A run has the unique and beautiful ability to be both the perfect setting for a 
prayer and also the perfect answer to a prayer, because when the world becomes too much for us 
to bear, we put on our shoes.  When we need to “cry out to the LORD [our] troubles,” our 
running provides a safe place where we can be at peace; a place where the waters of this world 
are again still and peaceful. Running is our means of initiating a conversation with God, and our 
sweat is simply all our salty prayers leaving our body and evaporating upward to the Heavens.                                                                                                                                       
  Our run is also the answer to our prayers!  Sometime after about a mile our two that our 
heads begin to clear and, despite our escalating heart-rate, our minds become clear and 
receptive again.  God answers our pleas through our gifted ability to prance past the stresses of 
life and sweat out our trials as we pound the earthly pavement.  Start today’s run out in prayer! 
Cry out to the LORD either in joy or exasperation...  Pray for yourself. Pray for a loved one. Pray 
for a stranger. Whoever you pray for make sure to appreciate the forum for prayer that your 
sport has created.  As you proceed into your run stay aware of the prayer answering ability of 
your run. Be aware of how your prayers move from plea to conversation as you grow closer to 
the God of whom you call out to.  Increase the intensity of your run and in doing so, increase the 
passion of your prayers, because your intensity, passion, and faith turn prayers into miracles. 

Prayer list:  You’ve got three miles, what three people has God put in your life this week who 
need a special prayer? Got a few more? Well, you can add several “cooldown prayers” as needed!  

Person:                 Prayer:                                         Person:                 Prayer:
_______________________________________        ______________________________________

_______________________________________       _______________________________________

_______________________________________       _______________________________________

Workout:  5k Tempo run! This will function as a good measure of the first month of training 
and aid in your ability to learn how to properly pace yourself during racing scenarios. If it fits 
into your schedule, find a local 5k race that supports a charity or initiative that you believe in 
and take the opportunity to run today with a purpose and with a little added competition. 
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